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“Writing Comics Turned Out To Be What I Really Wanted To Do With My Life”

ROY THOMAS Talks About Writing—And Editing—For Marvel During The 1970s

Interview Conducted by Jim Amash

INTRODUCTION BY JIM AMASH:

Sol Brodsky was there—right before he left for Skywald and was succeeded by John Verpoorten. As production manager, Sol ranked me in certain ways, and I had no problem with that—but he wasn’t involved in editorial decisions except from a scheduling angle, so the three of us took care of things... well, in a sense maybe there were four of us, because Stan relied on John Romita in certain areas concerning Spider-Man and even art direction and corrections.

JA: Now, as you rise in the company, is your compensation rising that much?

THOMAS: I was doing okay. Is anybody ever really ever paid what they’d like? I was working, really, for [Marvel publisher] Martin Goodman, and he wasn’t somebody you could go to directly and say, “I’m worth more money.” Remember, Flo Steinberg quit in the late ‘60s because she couldn’t get a $5 raise, because Goodman felt secretarial positions paid a certain salary and not a penny over that. But, between Goodman and Stan, I got raises from time to time, when sales were fairly good. There were sometimes Christmas bonuses, too. And, unlike back in the ’40s or ’50s, they never had to lower my salary, although back around ’68 they probably came close to doing that across the board when sales went soft, right after they turned the three anthology titles into six solo hero titles.

JA: How did other people react to your rising in the company?

THOMAS: I probably had more friends than I’d had before. [mutual laughter] JA: That’s what I figured.

THOMAS: Well, I had more people suddenly finding excuses to hang around with me. I’m not saying they were always doing that consciously. You naturally gravitate towards somebody in a situation like that, as I’m sure I’ve done myself. I never had to work hard at that, because when I was dealing with pros earlier, it was most just writing fan letters to Julie Schwartz or Gardner Fox or Otto Binder. And, with the exception of once or twice with Julie, I wasn’t really thinking in terms of getting into the field professionally.

Such people probably accepted what you call my “rise” in the company, and some people didn’t. I wasn’t handing out assignments directly at that stage, but I had some growing influence, and Stan often listened to my suggestions. Sometimes he’d ask who should do this or that. It was a case of a gradual evolution. If I’d looked from one year to the next, I was probably handling a little more and I was having to deal with a few other writers and a bit more with the art—less with the art than with the writers. But I wouldn’t have noticed from day-to-day or week-to-week.
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JA: In the early ’70s, I know Stan was only coming in like two days a week.

THOMAS: Two, three days tops, even back when I started in 1965. He’d already worked things out with Goodman so he could work at least two days a week at home. And soon I worked it out with Stan so I could work a couple of days a week at home, and still get paid freelance for pages I wrote there, just as he did. It was like a de facto raise. You’d think Stan would’ve wanted to stagger it so I was there days when he wasn’t, but Stan preferred me to be there the same days he was, for conferences and the like. So the days we weren’t there, Sol and Flo kept things moving.

Sometimes they or some assistant editor made a phone call to me or to Stan, depending on what the situation was, and asked, “What do we do?” I don’t even know who the assistant editor was, except when Gary Friedrich was there from 1966 to 1968. In 1970, Allyn Brodsky was on staff for a while, and was spelling me when [my first wife] Jeanie and I went to England that summer. But Sol—later Verpoorten—they were mostly just interested in getting the books out. They both knew what they could do without checking, and what they couldn’t, just as I did.

“[Readers] Were Mostly Saying ‘Do Conan!’”

JA: Now, Conan the Barbarian starts in 1970, and I know you’ve talked about how you got Marvel to publish Conan.

THOMAS: I may have spoken about that somewhere once or twice, yeah. [laughs] I’ve written all those articles in the past few years for Dark Horse’s Chronicles of Conan reprints, and before that for Marvel—and even something like 100 such articles that were printed only in Spanish, in Barcelona, back in the ’90s. Of course, when I was writing such articles for Marvel, I was a bit more constrained about what I might say. Stan and Goodman wouldn’t have liked it if I’d mentioned another company’s comic books, or a policy of theirs I was unhappy with—that kind of thing. And I accepted that. But I never really had to lie. So I guess I can save most of the Conan talk for the upcoming Alter Ego issue on the history of sword-and-sorcery comics.

JA: Right. But I still have a couple of questions that I don’t think I’ve seen in print.

THOMAS: Okay, shoot.

JA: By the time you pitched Conan to Stan Lee, how often were you pitching ideas for
series?

THOMAS: Good question. Not that often, because Stan was really the guy who generated the ideas, and I don’t think he pushed us to come up with new characters in the early days, except for villains. If something came up, he was open to it. As I’ve often said, I didn’t like creating many characters for Marvel, because I knew I wouldn’t own them not that I advertised that feeling to Stan or Goodman! Besides, we already had a fair number of books. Marvel over-expanded in ’68, the field got overcrowded, and there was a brief downturn in sales.

By 1970 or so, we started expanding again. Stan was very open to what readers wanted. So, when fans wrote asking us to pick up properties from outside the comics field—especially Edgar Rice Burroughs, the Conan/Robert E. Howard material, Doc Savage, and Tolkien—we were open to that. At one time or the other between 1970-75, we went after each one of those. And, except for Tolkien, whose people turned us down flat, Marvel did end up eventually doing all of them.

JA: I had seen pages in Comic Book Artist where you and Barry Smith made up a team, I think it was Bucky and Quicksilver and Red Raven.

THOMAS: I think that’s something Barry and I were just kicking around. Maybe Barry was looking for some extra work. It wasn’t Bucky, though; it was actually Rick Jones. Barry drew up a handful of pages, most of which have been reprinted somewhere-or-other, because, if we were going to talk Stan into it, it’d be better if he saw some pages. But whether we actually ever showed the pages to him and he said no, I don’t recall.

JA: Did you ever talk to Martin Goodman about Conan?

THOMAS: I didn’t talk; I wrote. When I think about things I wish I’d saved to document my career, such as it was, one of them is the memo Stan suggested I write to Goodman to see if he’d allow us to license an existing sword-and-sorcery hero, such as our readers were asking for. Not that readers were really saying, “Do sword-and-sorcery.” They were mostly saying, “Do Conan,” or “Do Robert E. Howard,” or something like that. Just like they weren’t saying, “Do jungle comics”; they were saying, “Get Tarzan or John Carter,” and “Get Doc Savage,” “Get Tolkien.” It wasn’t all just hype when Stan said Marvel’s readers wanted. Our super-hero comics, elements which would appeal to the same readers. One was a strong, action-oriented hero—another was colorful villains and, I probably emphasized, monsters. The other thing I stressed was that there would be lots of beautiful women. I probably glossed over the fact that such a comic would look as if it were set in the ancient or medieval world, because that wouldn’t have had an innate appeal to Martin Goodman. After all, Black Knight never went anywhere in the 1950s, nor did most other Timely/Marvel comics that were set in the real or imagined past, except for World War II or the American West.

Goodman liked the memo and authorized us to go after a character. I first went after Lin Carter’s Thongor, who was a quasi-Conan with elements of John Carter of Mars, partly because Stan liked that name the most.

**Not To Mention Buscema The Barbarian!**

It’s well-known that the artist originally intended to launch Conan the Barbarian was Big John Buscema—seen above at the All Time Classic New York Comic Book Convention held in White Plains, NY, in summer of 2000. (Photo courtesy of host Joe Petrilak.)

The original Buscema/Montano art for the splash page of Conan Annual #2 (1976) headed an interview with Roy T. conducted by Ralph Macchio that year in the 4th issue of FOOM, the second Marvel-published fan club magazine. At that time or soon after, newcomer Ralph was assistant editor on such mags as The Savage Sword of Conan—and today he’s a senior editor at Marvel, and has Roy happily adapting such classics as The Last of the Mohicans, Treasure Island, and The Man in the Iron Mask for him and the ambitious new Marvel illustrated line. What goes around, comes around! (But Crom—didn’t either of those geniuses notice that the word “under” is missing in the last line of Robert E. Howard’s famous “Nemedian Chronicles” prologue? It got printed that way in the comic, too!) [©2007 Paradox Entertainment.]
JA: He would.

THOMAS: Well, it was a better comic book name than "Kull" or "Conan." Stan even liked "Kull" better than "Conan," because it has that "K," and "Conan" is just another name, like in Arthur Conan Doyle, and "C" isn’t a strong letter. I wouldn’t have pushed for Conan, because I figured it’s Stan’s business. *Thongor and the City of Magicians* is the first sword-&-sorcery novel I ever read, and I later owned Frank Frazetta’s cover painting for that novel, the one with the hero riding on a giant pterodactyl above flowing lava on a black background, for ten or fifteen years.

Months, maybe a year, later, Martin Goodman threw a party—maybe it was at The Illustrators Club—too me it just looked like some big empty room—I think he was celebrating making an extra million bucks or something, *[Jim chuckles]* and thought maybe he’d cut us a tiny piece of cheese out of it. So he came up to me during this gathering and really raved over my memo. Of course, there was no offer of any extra monetary compensation. Hey, I was getting to write the comic—that was enough of a reward, right? And he mentioned that memo to me at least one other time we ran into each other—probably because he couldn’t think of anything else I’d ever done! *[mutual chuckling]* It made a big impression on him. And it was very important to my life, certainly—and to Conan and REH’s heirs, as well—because I soon got stalled by Lin Carter’s agent on Thongor (he was hoping I’d offer more than the $150 per issue I was authorized to offer), and I got a sudden impulse to go after Conan—I contacted Glenn Lord from the address that L. Sprague de Camp put in his preface to the new paperback *Conan of Cimmeria*, and that was that.

### “Barry Smith [Was] Looking For Work”

JA: *I know the initial sales on Conan were not that strong.*

THOMAS: Well, #1 did very well. But then, each of the next six sold less well than the one before, nadiring out with #7—actually, one of Barry’s and my best issues, I think.

JA: *I know it was actually cancelled for a day.*

THOMAS: Yes. Based on the sales reports for #7. There’s no accounting for readers’ tastes.

JA: *Still, was there a buzz in comics fandom about Conan?*

THOMAS: To a great extent, it started right away. We got a fair amount of mail, mostly enthusiastic. Of course, there were people who hated the idea that Barry Smith was the artist, and felt it should’ve been someone like—if not Frazetta, then Bernie Wrightson in particular. A couple of people may have suggested Frank Brunner, who was just starting out, too. Bernie actually did up a couple of sample Conan drawings. He was just becoming a pro at that stage, and those drawings were very nice. I was more enthusiastic about his work than Stan was, but it was Stan’s decision. So I figured I’d wait and do something with Bernie later; and, of course, we soon did that “King Kull” story, “The Skull of Silence,” which was lovely. I wish he and I would’ve had a chance to do even more together, though at the time I suspect Bernie thought I was down on him. I honestly don’t recall if we saw his Conan drawings before or after we decided on John Buscema as the original Conan artist.

JA: *And then Buscema didn’t work out, and you couldn’t get Gil Kane for the same reason.*

THOMAS: Yeah. Goodman said they were both too expensive. He wanted to get back that $200 an issue I had over-enthusiastically offered Glenn Lord for the Conan rights, so we had to get somebody cheap.
It didn’t have to be a beginner. At least two other regular Marvel artists were pushed to me by Stan—I won’t mention their names, but I told him I didn’t think they’d bring Conan the singular quality I wanted, now that I had read all the Conan material. Stan said, okay, if I could find someone else acceptable, I wouldn’t have to use one of them.

And here was Barry Smith—deported back to England because he’d been working in the States without a green card, and looking for work—the immigration people gave him 24 hours to leave the country or be locked up—so I lateraled Conan the Barbarian to him. It was one of the best decisions I ever made—for Marvel, for me, and for Barry.

JA: Did you get a lot of mail on the book?

THOMAS: Yeah, including some hate mail. Some people didn’t like the way it was done, because, after all, it wasn’t really Robert E. Howard. Or they excoriated us because they hated Barry’s earliest work. But most of the mail was pretty favorable from the start.

JA: Frankly, Barry Smith drew a leaner Conan than what Frazetta represented in his paperbacks.

THOMAS: It wasn’t exactly my idea of how Conan should look, I’ll admit. I liked the face okay, but he was just too thin. He should’ve been bigger. But Barry was lean, and artists have a tendency to draw their own body types when they get a chance. Barry’s artwork was so beautiful, though. Not so much in the first issue. There were good panels and bad panels in #1, but from #2 on, it was increasingly good work. Even #1 has a lot of good stuff in it. But we almost replaced him. [mutual laughter] If we’d had another good choice walk in the door, we might have done it. I’m glad we didn’t. He is, too—or at least, he ought to be.

JA: He quit Conan two or three times.

THOMAS: Three. That was a year or two down the road, though. In the early days he was just happy to be working steady, just like I was.

JA: Because you were working Marvel style, it seems to me you’d have had to do a little more than just a Marvel-style plot on Conan, since you were adapting stories.

THOMAS: Well, at the beginning. But Barry read all the Howard material, and I think we were in sync pretty much from the start. So, soon, I turned Barry loose on stories, though I know I did a several-page plot even on #4, “The Tower of the Elephant,” as well as on the early non-adaptation stories, of course. Working on Conan kept Barry attached to Marvel, and I really liked him, in addition to liking his work. There wasn’t much I could do, except gradually, about his page rate, but it worked in his favor for a while. He got raises when the book sold better, and he was up to a decent rate for those days, by the first time he quit.

JA: I’m going to skip ahead slightly here—to when Barry Smith leaves and Gil Kane does a couple of issues, and then, of course, Barry comes back and Barry leaves again and John Buscema becomes the regular Conan artist. Did you have to write a little more or spend a little more time talking to Kane or Buscema?

THOMAS: Not really. I’d sent some of the paperbacks to John

“Both [Buscema and Kane] Knew Enough About Conan”

JA: Collector Aaron Sultan provided us with a photocopy of Barry Smith’s original art for the cover of Conan the Barbarian #8 (Aug. 1971)—the first issue that began the climb back up the sales charts. Note that the face of the heroine is missing—blotted with Whiteout, it would seem. Stan didn’t think Barry drew Jenna pretty enough. On the printed cover, Jenna’s visage was rendered by John Romita. Inks by Sal Buscema. [©2007 Paradox Entertainment.]

For the rest of this article and more, get ALTER EGO #70, on sale now from TwoMorrows Publishing!